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Washout: The Return of the “X” Men 

 

This time I want to focus on the boiler washout, which I mentioned in 

closing last time. But before doing so, it is worth drawing your 

attention to the accompanying picture provided by Jim Barton. No. 

847 is now out of service pending its annual boiler exam, so it was 

someone else’s turn to repeat in the firebox, the task we looked at 

last time.  

The photo at right shows four of those cast iron fire bars melted and 

fused together. I mention it because what you see demonstrates very 

well the ongoing nature of the war against wear and tear that the 

workshop maintenance staff fight day-in and day-out. Not four weeks 

elapsed between my foray into the firebox and this happening.  

There could be any number of causes, but deposits of ash caught up 

under the bars preventing the flow of cooling air through the ash-pan 

is the most likely, which goes to further emphasise the point about 

the importance of being thorough when clearing ash pans. 

Anyway on to matters wet. The science of boiler water (and it is a science) will be a feature of an 

upcoming article in Tom James’ narrative about loco doings in Bluebell News. Suffice to say here that 

the end product of all that science is a boiler that performs efficiently.  

However, one very practical and not at all scientific task that the “X men” must perform is a boiler 

washout. We in Haywards Heath are very lucky that most of our water comes from Ardingly 

reservoir and is thus more or less pure rainwater unsullied by leachate from the surrounding rock 

strata: our kettle has required no de-scaling in 13 years.  

At SP most of the water is extracted from the “Blackbrook” that runs under the yard, supplemented 

by rainwater run-off from the SP carriage shed and mains water also from Ardingly reservoir 

(probably). However, none of our recovered or extracted water has been filtered, and regardless of 

the fact that it is by and large rainwater, it does contain impurities that must be managed (that is the 

science). The end result, however, is scale that adheres to the plates or accumulations of mud that 

results from the use of boiler treatment. Traditionally, we used to work on an interval of 14 days in 

service before an engine was withdrawn, cooled, the boiler emptied, and all these deposits got rid of. 
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Nowadays, with modern treatment regimes, these 

intervals can be extended to up to 40 days in extremis, 

but more usually 28 to 30 days. To illustrate the point 

about our water, if we used Brighton (or worse) 

Guildford water, we would have a much greater 

challenge to manage, due to the high calcium content 

of that water. 

So an engine’s duty diagram will end usually on a 

Sunday evening, and it will be disposed on the washout 

pit, and left to cool down. No. 847 might take a week 

to cool down enough to allow the boiler to be 

emptied. We take our time to be kind to the boiler 

platework and protect it from the stresses of rapid cooling. But even then, when the blow-down 

valve is opened to drain it, the water that comes out from the core may still have residual heat in it. 

Then come Saturday morning and a bevy of hapless “X men” will descend under Horace’s caring 

direction to wash it out, working alongside Jim Barton, the Maintenance fitter. 

Out come a pair of long firehoses and a motley collection of nozzles mostly made of copper, and the 

business starts. Look at a boiler and you will see blackened bronze plugs set at strategic points. The 

most obvious are the lines of about five or six on each side of the firebox. These are “washout 

plugs”, provided to give access to these nozzles so that water under pressure can be injected into the 

boiler to wash the mud and scale down to the bottom, and out into the pit. Many engines have larger 

“mudholes” around the foundation ring (the very basis of the boiler, rather like the keel plate of a 

ship).  

There is a clear order in which to do this to avoid 

walking back over your own clean floor so to speak. So 

with one man (or woman) at the nozzle inserting it and 

supporting it against the back pressure, another on the 

ground with the pump switch box on a wander lead—

“Pump On!”—and we start at the firebox washing 

across the firebox crown, first from one side then the 

next. (Two hoses are used, one for each side to reduce 

the humping of long hoses full of dead water.)  

Having washed from one side to the other and back 

again, it is time to change nozzles and use one which 

will spray water down into the water spaces at the sides of the firebox. These are called the “water 

legs”. That done and it’s up into the cab to repeat the process and wash across the top from back to 

front, and then down the legs and wash off the top of the fire-hole door ring, which bridges the inner 

and outer plates. 

Meanwhile the guys on the ground are watching what comes out of the mudholes, at first this looks 

like something unspeakable, but then water runs clear, and it’s time to change holes. The foundation 

A mudhole on the “Throat” plate of the O1 

A mudhole door. 



  

 

ring is rodded with a copper rake to see that any scale wedged up in stays or piled up around the ring 

is dislodged and got out and so also aid the flow of discharging water.  

Firebox done and it’s time to move down to the 

smokebox. There are washout plugs placed at 

intervals in the smokebox tube plate to allow water 

to be washed around the tubes to remove the 

accumulations between them, around the injector 

delivery clack boxes, and on the bottom of the 

barrel.   

As an aside it is worth noting that most boilers were 

conceived on drawing boards, and that the draftsmen 

will have drawn in the location of mudholes and 

washout plugs for optimum effectiveness. The boiler 

is constructed and then placed in the frames where it 

becomes obvious that maybe one side of the drawing office did not necessarily talk to the other, 

because framing springs or pipework all add to the picture. The expression about something being 

okay “on paper” becomes very relevant. 

Back at the smoke box all these holes must all be visited twice, once with a short nozzle to dislodge 

the scale closest to the tubeplate, and then with a longer one to dislodge scale further back and wash 

it all along the barrel to the throat plate and down to the foundation ring. And some must be visited 

three times to wash down the plate and dislodge anything accumulated at the joints between tube 

and tube plate. Special attention is given to the plugs at the bottom to ensure that as much deposit is 

washed out of the barrel to mudholes at the bottom.  

Finally, having (in theory at least) washed everything down to the 

foundation ring, we then chase it all round the ring to get it out, 

starting at the back, to wash across the back plates, down each 

side, and finally across the front. “Chasing” is the right word, 

especially if, like No. 847, the foundation ring does not have 

mudholes but much smaller ordinary wash out plugs at the corners. 

So this all sounds quite easy; however, nothing is ever as easy as it 

sounds. There is something of a battle to avoid being at the “wet 

end”, although in washing out there is really no “dry end”. If you 

are manipulating the nozzle, you need to be aware that you are 

probably working at height (crash mats and harnesses provided) 

and holding a hose under pressure that is rigid, weighs a ton, and 

has a mind of its own. And, of course, the smaller the outlet, the 

higher the back pressure, which makes for quite a kick when the 

pump is started. And it is important that the nozzle is manipulated 

to spray water in an arc inside the boiler for maximum effect; but 

let go (very easy to do) and out it comes, and everyone gets a 

The firebox washout plus on “Camelot”. 

Tools and hose nozzles used in 

a washout.  



  

 

share—but you are the nearest, so you get more than the others. That’s all very funny, and maybe 

welcome in the heat of a uniquely hot July, but less humorous and very unwelcome in February. 

In the smokebox there is no where to get away even if the nozzle doesn’t come out. Inevitably there 

will be run out from the bottom plugs that will flood the smokebox, get in your boots, and bring with 

it a lot of a gritty smokebox ash, which of course gets into a wet sock. Then of course the higher 

plugs can’t be reached unless you compress your hair and ears into a soot covered space under the 

superheater elements. Then your nose itches, so you rub it with a hand which you realise, too late, 

has been propping you up against the inner platework, which is also soot covered, as is your nose 

and left cheek now. 

Anyway, coming out of the smokebox, and it’s time 

for the foundation ring, which means in many cases 

getting under the engine and coping with this high 

pressure hose in holes that are often above your head 

or are only accessible by a man designed at 

Eastleigh—probably in the same drawing office as the 

boiler!—with arms 15 feet long and a three-inch waist. 

He can do this and stay dry; no-one else can. 

Meanwhile, the guys doing the rodding are not exactly 

dry either, because to do this properly one must get 

near the front mudholes while the water is running. 

This task will result in the bottoms of overalls and boots being rained on, and this wetting is much 

more insidious. One only becomes aware of damp feet very slowly as your thick woollen socks finally 

succumb to the creeping damp and cold, and trouser legs start to adhere to shins. 

All done, eventually, and Jim will come and inspect the water passages. This is done in a very old-

fashioned way. A can of paraffin, and a long wire ending with a wad that is soaked in the can is ignited, 

and this medieval torch is inserted into various wash out holes. The plate work can be inspected 

either directly through the same hole or by using an adjustable mirror through an adjoining hole. The 

trick is not to extinguish the flame as it goes in the hole, nor to set light to the paraffin in the can 

when the lighted torch goes back into it to re-soak it ready to move on to the next inspection site. 

Often these inspections will lead to a further effort with the hose until either no scale or mud can be 

found or what is there is small enough to be ignored. 

By the bye, it is not unknown for old spanners to be washed out and old stays found, or copper swarf 

and pieces of scale the size of the Isle of Wight being found from time to time. Stuff that gets 

dropped into a boiler in service (oops!) gets wedged up on stays and has no way out until eventually 

it gets flushed over time down to the foundation ring. 

Meanwhile one lucky “X man” has been busy with a wire brush cleaning the plugs and mud-hole 

doors, removing baked on deposits of God-knows-what and leaving the threads and door faces clean. 

These mudhole doors are clever. Oval in shape, they have a threaded stud welded to the middle of 

the outer face, and the edges are stepped down, so they are barely half the thickness of the middle of 

the plate. Overall the door is bigger than the mud-hole itself. A gasket is placed around the edge and 

The paraffin torch used for inspections.   



  

 

the door is manipulated into the hole and positioned so that the gasket sits on the inside face of the 

boiler plate.  

These gaskets were asbestos at one time, still the best material for the purpose but anathema now 

for obvious reasons (some railways used, and still use, lead). The door is secured by a steel “bridge”, 

which straddles it and rests on the outer face of the boiler plate and is secured to the door by a hole 

through which the stud passes, to be tightened by a nut. Of course, the bridge is really only there to 

hold the door when the boiler is cold. Once in steam, it is held in much more securely in place by the 

internal pressure on the boiler. 

So, doors cleaned and fitted with new gaskets can be put back, the plugs likewise, and the boiler is 

filled. Mostly we do this by leaving out a readily accessible plug, either on the outside above the 

crown, or maybe in the cab. Then we insert a hose and start the pump and the boiler fills. Once half 

a glass is showing in the cab, the spectacular bit happens: whip out the hose, get the plug in against 

the outflowing water, and tighten. 

Job done, what’s next?! 

 

By Russell Pearce, Driver 


